THE GIRL DONNY WILL MARRY!

A&D: READY FOR GIRLS?
SCOTT JACOBY!
SUSAN DEY!
ANSON WILLIAMS!
BRADY BUNCH!
J-5-4-3-2-1-
ORLANDO & DAWN!
BRUCE FAIRBAIRN'S MARRIAGE REVEALED!

MEET TV'S NEW SUPERSTARS PRINZE, HARTMAN, BONO, OTHERS!

TV'S "OLDER MEN": DO THEY TURN YOU ON?
FREE! WALLET-SIZE "TREASURE PIN-UPS"!

RANDY THE WOMEN IN HIS LIFE!

VINCE IN HIDING!

DEFRANCOS "DO-OR-DIE" YEAR!

HEYWOODS ARE THEY OR AREN'T THEY PLAYBOYS?
MISS AMERICAN TEEN-AGER "BEAUTY MAKE-OVER"

HUDSONS SERIOUS WHEN IT COMES TO LOVE!

IN COLOR!
PLANET OF THE APES!
Roddy McDowall-
He's Gone "Ape"
Over Galen!!!

Believe it or not—Roddy McDowell absolutely loves playing Galen, the good ape, on the most unusual TV show of the new season—"Planet Of The Apes!" As a matter of fact, he admires Galen for the kind of ape he is. Roddy's never in his life "gone ape over an ape" before and he's more than happy to tell people why he thinks so much of his role on the show!!!

Roddy McDowall is an extremely talented and professional actor! He began his career at the tender age of eight in a movie which was made in his native land of England. For four years he worked in films on and off and then came to the United States, signed a movie contract and became a star with "How Green Was My Valley"—one of the most impressive films of its time! Since then, he's done lots more movies, appeared on Broadway (he won a Tony award!) and acted in many of Shakespeare's most famous plays. No one in Hollywood would question his enormous talent—he's one of Hollywood's most respected actors!!! AND— that's why he can appreciate the role he plays as Galen, the ape!

A less professional and talented actor would resent playing an ape on a weekly TV show! He wouldn't like having to wear a "mask" in every episode. He would want people to be able to recognize him on the show so that they could later praise his tremendous acting talent. He would never consent to wearing an ape's costume in every show!!! Roddy has and lots of people ask him why he's willing to spend over 2 hrs. each day being made up as an ape. When they hear his answer they understand exactly why!

"There's no question about it," Roddy McDowall says enthusiastically, "Galen is the most 'human' character on the show! He's compassionate, understanding and there's a curiosity about him that's fascinating. He's always open to new ideas and he's always willing to learn. He's really a very complex, interesting character and anybody who asks me why I bother to play him doesn't understand that!"

If anybody should understand Galen, Roddy should!! He played the part in the movie and is responsible for developing many of Galen's "personality traits!" When Roddy got the chance to play the role once again in the TV series, he jumped at the chance! And, he's enjoying every minute of it!

And in lots of ways Roddy's a lot like Galen—they're both complex, interesting characters who are always open to all kinds of new experiences!!!